Life’s Good

The easy guide to going
solar with LG SolarIQ
See your savings. Meet your Solar Genius.
Power your possibilities.

With LG SolarIQ, making wise solar choices has
never been easier
A solar energy system is a big investment—so if you’re considering installing one for your
home, you want to be as informed as possible. Thankfully, LG SolarIQ can do a lot of the
research for you. In fact, we’ve made the solar panel information gathering and buying process
as easy as 1, 2, 3. Let’s get started.
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STEP

See your savings
Visit lg.solar.com and type in
your home address. We’ll take
it from there. You’ll see your
estimated lifetime energy savings
with LG Solar panels as well
as any rebates and incentives
your project may qualify for.
Now that you have an idea of
how much you’ll save with LG Solar
panels, it’s time to get in touch
with an expert.

Did you know?

26%

With the Federal Solar Investment Tax Credit, it’s like getting
a 26% discount on your solar panel installation.
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STEP

Meet your Solar Genius
LG SolarIQ provides you with your
very own Solar Genius—an LG Solar
expert—to help navigate your solar
purchase.
During your first appointment, your
Solar Genius will help you develop
your custom project plan. After that,
they’ll reach out to our nationwide
network of LG PRO installers to
gather proposals from trusted pros
in your area.
From solar system design and pricing
to confirming incentives and rebates
and even securing financing options,
your Solar Genius is ready to help
every step of the way.
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STEP

Power your Possibilities
Once your solar energy system
is installed, the hard work is over.
Now, you get to enjoy the benefits of
a solar system designed from the ground
up to meet your specific energy needs.
LG Solar offers more than two dozen
high-quality solar panels, all backed by one
of the most comprehensive 25-year
warranties in the industry. With LG Solar,
you’ll know the panels you choose are
the best decision for your home.

Backed by a brand
you can trust.
LG is one of the most iconic
and longstanding names in
consumer electronics. When
you choose LG Solar panels,
you can be confident knowing
that the company making
your solar panels is here for
you today and tomorrow.

Start your solar journey today
Visit lg.solar.com to get your free, instant solar analysis.
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